Wrinkle Treatment and
Fillers

Why not treat yourself to a little
indulgence and improve your image
with a little wrinkle treatment
and maybe some lip fillers
Azzalure and Juvederm
Available
at Castle Dental Care
With Camila

First Floor
Tangmere Square,
Castle Vale,
Birmingham.
B35 6DL

Tooth
Whitening

Tel: 0121 747 6539

www.castledentalcare.org.uk
Book an Appointment
now!
Our Mission Statement:

“Our aim is to
deliver the highest
standard of care in
a comfortable and
friendly
environment”.

Opening Hours
Monday 9am - 5.30 pm
Tuesday 9am - 5.30 pm
Wednesday 8.30am - 5.00pm
Thursday 8.30am - 5.00pm
Friday 8.30am - 4.30 pm
Wheelchair access available

Enlighten Evolution
Whitening System
Boutique White
Whitening System
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Do you have stained or discoloured teeth
and want a whiter, brighter smile?
Why not try tooth whitening, the revolutionary way of improving your smile.

Enlighten Evolution Whitening
System

Evolution Ice is our best combination system which is redefining
professional teeth whitening. It is the first and only system in the world
to GUARANTEE that any patient will whiten to a VITA shade B1
which is the whitest shade on a regular shade guide.
GUARANTEED results
LITTLE/NO SENSITIVITY during and after treatment
PREDICTABILITY: on average 12-13 shades lighter
compared with other whitening systems of 6-7shades lighter
EVEN COLOUR: uniform colour from the necks to the tips of the teeth
Who is suitable? Anyone who wishes to have whiter teeth
Very discoloured teeth
Previous failed bleaching results
Tetracycline staining
Cost £550 – 2 weeks + 1 Hour in Surgery: includes home whitening
kit consisting of super sealed trays, bleaching gels and desensitizing
gels and toothpaste and in surgery tooth whitening session
£650 if severe case and 4 weeks of treatment required
Maintenance tubes £50 each

Boutique White System
Safe: Boutique Whitening is a safe, effective way to enhance your
smile.
Using the highest quality whitening gel, manufactured in the USA,
you can be assured of fantastic results and a brighter, whiter smile.
Effective and Convenient: Boutique Whitening is one of the safest
options for a brighter and whiter smile. Under the supervision of
your dentist, it is completely safe. The special whitening gel uses a
gentle peroxide formula as the primary ingredient to brighten a smile
and is readily used by millions of people worldwide.
You can expect results after 3 to 4 applications. However, to obtain
the optimum natural whiteness of your teeth, we recommend that
you use the home kits every day for 2 weeks
Advice and back-up until desired whitening has been achieved.

Cost £299 Uppers and Lowers
Maintenance tubes £15

